The fate of this World is determined by the collective consciousness and the 90% vaccination levels
here in the UK proves where that collective consciousness is at. If you're in the 10%, give yourself a
pat on the back but please don't kid yourself by thinking Humanity is waking up and evolving. The
only changes that are occuring on this planet are those inspired by the ideals of the elite. The
World's destiny has been set in stone.
I applaud the work of the truth crusaders who have been bringing to light those in the shadows who
are at the helm of this ship. Understanding how this World really works is a very grim realisation.
The 50/50 divide in the Trump and Biden camps, says it all. Fervant supporters on both sides. These
are people that still believe in good and bad (polarities). They don't accept that both political
heavyweights serve the hidden hand. Both are bought and paid for Zionists.
Zionism is the elite idealism of One world Order – total control of all people and all resources.
The same situation exists here in the UK – Starmer or Johnson, it makes no difference because both
are Zionists working towards the global Zionist agenda. Divide to conquer always works.
There are no random events in this World; they're all planned. The hidden hands control the East as
well as the West and they lie about this because if this was commonly accepted, there would be no
need for any military spend, which equates to more profit for them. It's just a game to them.
China today is the World tomorrow. You can't access a restaurant today without your Covid pass;
you won't be able to go anywhere tomorrow without your digital I.D. Tomorrow's World will be
totally controlled – what you can say, where you can go, what you can eat and what jabs you have
to have to get their international hunger wage.
The propaganda is very heavy now. People are sold on the idea of booster jabs, on the basis that the
vaccines only give immunity for so long. The irony is, these people don't know what's getting
jabbed into them – it's a blind faith and compliance with authority.
The Carbon enemy has been well cemented in the collective mind, yet the forests are still being
logged and the chemplanes are still flying! Weather atrocities are not the result of too much Carbon.
But hey, what does it matter any more? As the 90% want these planned changes, shouldn't we stop
the fight? Yes we should! The majority rules...
The programming has worked; the propaganda has worked; Zionism rules this World. It doesn't
matter that the people have agreed to go along with the planned ideals of a bunch of zealous tyrants.
There are no tyrants without victims and there are no victims without tyrants. Tyranny and
victimisation is the game upon this World. The reason this is, is because this is the consciousness in
this world. Love is absent here; only emotion is present.
When you stop judging and you love yourself, you stand up for yourself and that makes you one of
the few (the 10%). You cannot change the course of this World and you become what you despise if
you try to do so. You are here only to change yourself.
Be wise and understand the greater truth, which is your inward journey. Do read my articles on
www.whatstress.com. Let the tyrants and victims play their games and understand that you will
only be affected by them in the short term. Thousands witnessed Buddha's ascension, so know that
that is an option for you, if you accept my wise counsel ~ Gary Bate.

